As the airbag of a flexible robot is affected by external environmental factors during the profiling process, there are many uncertainties in the process of deformation of the airbag. For this reason, the general nonlinear control strategy cannot obtain an accurate data model. In this paper, a flexible robot profiling MFA (Model-Free Adaptive) model based on adaptive predictive dynamic linear optimization is proposed. Firstly, the real-time thickness of the airbag is obtained through edge detection by using the image processing algorithm. Secondly, the airbag aerodynamic model is constructed by visual servo control strategy. Then, a nonlinear control system based on model-free adaptive control is established. Thirdly, the weighting factor is used to limit the variation range of the input quantity, and the deviation of the actual value and the expected value is corrected by the adaptive prediction mechanism. Finally, the servo control the airbag is completed. The experimental results show that the improved model proposed in this paper solves the overshoot phenomenon of the standard control model with less control error and higher robustness.
Introduction
In the profiling process of flexible robots, the profiling effect can be affected by external temperature, atmospheric pressure, airbag fabric material, and mutual extrusion degree [1] [2] [3] [4] . In view of its nonlinear characteristics, the most commonly used control is PID control, but there is still a problem of low control accuracy. With the continuous development of computer vision technology, visual feedback servo control technology is used by more and more experts and scholars to control nonlinear systems with its characteristics of fast response, stability, and robustness [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Experts and scholars at home and abroad have already had some researches on robot profiling control. In [9] , a flexible robot control method based on cross-section deformation is studied. Different cross-sections are established by inertia matrix and calculus to control the end-effector of the flexible robot. In [10] , a profiling control method based on model prediction is proposed. The dynamic filter is used to correct the profiling precision, and the interpolation operation is used to ensure the stability and feasibility. In [11] , a flexible robot control strategy based on STIFF-FLOP is introduced.
The objective function is used for weighted learning, and the strategy is optimized in the strategy parameter space. In [12] , a stochastic optimal control method for high-order cost statistics is proposed. For the setting of the factors with nonlinear dynamics and multiple uncertainties, the solution of a local optimal risk sensitivity and cost accumulation is introduced. In [13] , a flexible robot facial profiling control strategy based on visual feedback interaction is designed. The artificial neural network (ANN) and Kinect sensor are used to identify the face, and the contour of the facial detail is controlled by the actuator. In [14] , a genetic algorithmbased robot profiling control method is proposed. The genetic algorithm is used to find the angle mapping transformation matrix of a robot end effector and define the position and movable range of each actuator to realize profiling control. In [15] , a new method for real-time robot profiling control is introduced. The Kinect vision sensor is used to collect the real-time status of the robot's profiling, and the inertial sensor is used to real-time control the robot's end effector. Reference [16] proposed a multiballoon visual servo control scheme, which directly controls the change of the target shape through the PID strategy and can provide higher control precision than the traditional control scheme with intrabag air feedback. In [17] , a robotic profiling control strategy based on steady-state genetic algorithm is proposed. The shape of the robot is measured by a 3D image sensor. The selection, variation, and evolution of the crossover operator are performed by the steady-state genetic algorithm (SSGA). Then, the deformation process performs adaptive search iterations to improve control accuracy.
The above methods and models are only applicable to the end effector of the flexible robot. Since the charge and discharge control of the flexible airbag robot has the characteristics of nonlinearity and uncertainty, the above-mentioned method cannot be applied to the control environment of the airbag flexible robot. For the quantitative control of nonlinear systems, model-free adaptive control is a suitable method, but there are few studies on this area. In [16] , MFA model is introduced based on PID control algorithm. Yet there is still overshoot in the control of airbag inflation process, which reduces the control accuracy. Therefore, this paper proposes a flexible robot profiling MFA model based on adaptive predictive dynamic linear optimization, which can realize the real-time control of airbag charging and discharging deformation profiling of flexible robot.
Incremental PID Control Analysis
At present, the commonly used flexible robot airbag control method is incremental PID control [18, 19] . According to the relationship between the air intake volume and the air pressure inside the airbag, also the relationship between the air pressure inside the airbag and the airbag volume, a negative feedback closed loop system is constructed. In order to improve the accuracy, the airbag pressure and volume deviation are continuously detected through the proportional control link.
In the airbag inflation control, the general PID control algorithm will have steady-state deviation under steadystate conditions. Therefore, in order to avoid this problem, the incremental PID control algorithm optimizes the lowfrequency gain through the integral link, and limits the control by the predicted value of the error differential. Thus, the deviation under steady-state condition can be reduced. The airbag control method based on incremental PID control is shown in Figure 1 .
The simulation of the above mentioned method is shown in Figure 2 .
Where, the x-coordinate is time and the y-coordinate is pressure (cmHg) in the air bag.
It can be seen from the simulation results that the incremental PID control method has a certain amount of overshoot, and certain fluctuations will occur in the set value interval, which will greatly increase the workload of the valve during gas charging and discharging process and reduce the system life.
Airbag Aerodynamic Model Based on Visual Servo Control
In order to improve the deformation accuracy of the airbag, this paper adopts the visual servo control system [20] [21] [22] Initial state of inflation Shape variable Airbag Inflated completion status to retrieve the real-time information of the thickness of the flexible robot airbag. The deformation process of the airbag inflation is show in Figure 3 . In this paper, the Roberts operator is used for edge detection [23] [24] [25] . Let the grayscale of the image on the coordinate ( , ) be ( , ), then, the spatial 1st-order differential is as follows:
where the unit vector in the directions of , is , , respectively. By differentially expressing , , the edge intensity value can be obtained:
And the edge detection result of the Roberts operator ( Figure 4 ) is shown in
where ( , ) is the pixel coordinate value in the image and ( , ) is the gray value of the pixel point, ( , ) is the edge detection strength, and is the modified value of gasbag morphology change.
Through the result obtained by the Roberts operator, the position of the airbag can be known. When the center point of the airbag remains unchanged, the distance between the edge value with the maximum distance from the center point and the center point is the real-time thickness value of the airbag.
The real-time thickness value of the airbag obtained above is used as a basis for the control of charging and discharging process to construct airbag aerodynamic model based on visual servo control, which is shown in Figure 5 . Thus, the airbag aerodynamic model based on visual servo control can be expressed as follows:
where ( + 1) is the output pressure value, is the realtime airbag thickness value obtained by Roberts operator, and ( ) is the deviation from the expected thickness value.
Dynamic Linear Model-Free Control of Adaptive Prediction
Due to changes in external temperature, atmospheric pressure, airbag fabric material, and mutual extrusion degree, the deformation of the airbag will be affected. Therefore, the above model has strong nonlinearity, and it must be quantized to achieve best control. In order to overcome the shortcomings of the incremental PID control algorithm mentioned above, this paper introduces the Model-Free Adaptive (MFA) method to control the charging and discharging of the airbag.
Dynamic Linearization of MFA Model.
According to the airbag aerodynamic model based on visual servo control, a nonlinear control system based on model-free adaptive control is constructed, which is shown in
where ( ), ( ) expresses the output and input of the system pressure at time , respectively. , is unknown order of the system, respectively, and (⋅) is nonlinear function with unknown airbag parameters.
If the above nonlinear control system meets |Δ ( + 1)| ≤ |Δ ( )|, and Δ ( ) ̸ = 0, the following can be obtained according to Cauchy's mean value theorem of differential:
where / ( ) is the partial derivative on variables of nonlinear function (⋅).
Then, the result of dynamic linearization can be shown in
where ( ) is pseudo gradient vector. In order to control the dynamic linearization of the nonlinear system of formula (7) within a reasonable range, Δ ( ) must be limited.
Assuming the output value of the airbag pressure at any time is * ( ). In order to approach the expected value as close as possible, it is necessary to obtain the optimal Δ ( ) and limit its range, so as to avoid the system instability caused by excessive input value.
Therefore, a quadratic index function is introduced.
(Δ ( )) = * ( + 1) − ( + 1)
where is the weighting factor; it can control the range of Δ ( ); the smaller is the weighting factor, the less restriction is on Δ ( ), which can cause the system to oscillate. Thus, formula (7) can be changed to the following:
Put (9) into (8), and partial derivative can be obtained:
If the above formula is equal to 0, the variation of Δ ( ) is Δ ( ) = ( ) ( * ( + 1) − ( )) + ( )
Control Model Optimization Based on Adaptive Prediction.
On the basis of dynamic linearization, this paper also uses adaptive prediction mechanism to improve it. Let * ( ) be the expected output value at time of the system, and let ( ) be the deviation between the expected output value and the actual value at time .
Then, the following holds:
If Δ ( + 1) = ( )Δ ( ), we can obtain
where Δ * ( + 1) is the difference between output values at adjacent times. Set sampling time as ; in this sampling time, the sum of deviations before time is ; then, the following is established:
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Through the statistics and prediction of the deviation ( ), the error is corrected and neutralized; finally the control accuracy is improved.
Then, control input criterion function is optimized, and the following can be obtained: (15) where * ( + ) is the expected output value of the system at time + , and ( + ) is the actual output at time + , is weighting factor. Let * ( + 1) = [ * ( + 1), * ( + 2), . . . , * ( + )] ; the vector form of (15) can be expressed as
where Δ ( ) is the control input vector of the system; this can be calculated as follows:
By calculating the extremum of Δ ( ), the control quantity of the current time can be obtained:
where = [1, 0, . . . , 0] .
Dynamic Linear Model-Free Control of Adaptive Prediction.
The implementation steps of the adaptive predictive dynamic linear model-free control strategy proposed in this paper are as follows.
Step 1. The image of the airbag is gained, and edge detection is carried out by Roberts operator; then, the real-time thickness of the airbag is obtained.
Step 2. The parameters of the airbag aerodynamic model are initialized, and the threshold range of the error is set.
Step 3. Limit the range of control input by ( ( ) − ( − 1)) 2 .
Step 4. The deviation ( ) between the expected output value and the actual value at time is calculated.
Step 5. The sum of the deviations before the time is calculated; then, statistics and prediction of deviation ( ) can be made.
Step 6. By using the predicted value of the deviation, the control input value ( ) at this moment can be obtained.
Step 7. The predicted output value ( +1) can be obtained by inputting the control input value ( ) obtained at Step 6 into the airbag aerodynamic model. Step 8. The airbag real-time thickness value gained at Step 1 is compared with the predicted output value ( + 1); the deviation ( ) can be obtained.
Step 9. Repeat until the deviation is less than the set threshold.
Simulations and Analysis

Dynamic Linearization Model Simulation.
A model-free adaptive control model with dynamic linearization is constructed and simulated by a linear system and a nonlinear system. The linear system is shown in (19) and the output curve is displayed in Figure 6 . 
where and are parameter variables of the linear system.
is the expected target value and in the figure is the ordinate value (the same as in Figure 7 ). The simulation results of model-free adaptive control model with dynamic linearization are shown in Figure 7 .
As can be seen from Figures 6 and 7 , for this linear system, the model-free adaptive control model with dynamic linearization has better control accuracy and smaller deviation from the expected value.
The nonlinear time-varying system is shown in (20) , and the output curve is displayed in Figure 8 .
where, and are parameter variables of the nonlinear system.
is the expected target value and in the figure is the ordinate value (the same as in Figure 9 ).
The simulation results of model-free adaptive control model with dynamic linearization are shown in Figure 9 .
By comparing Figures 8 and 9 , it can be found that the model-free adaptive control model with dynamic linearization has a good control effect on the nonlinear time-varying system. The output of the system varies with the expected output, and the deviation is small.
Adaptive Prediction Model
Simulation. Although the model-free adaptive control model with dynamic linearization has better control effect from the above simulation results, its accuracy needs to be improved. Therefore, this paper carries out adaptive predictive optimization and implements modeling towards the established adaptive predictive dynamic linear model-free control method and simulates in the above-mentioned nonlinear system. In this paper, since ( ( ) − ( − 1)) 2 is used to limit the range of control output value, the simulation comparison of different weighting factors is carried out. When = 2, the simulation results are shown in Figures  12 and 13 .
From the simulation results of Figures 10-13 , it can be seen that the adaptive predictive dynamic linear modelfree control method proposed in this paper has a good approximation effect on the set expected output value, and the error is small, which shows that its theory is feasible.
Flexible Robot Bag Deformation Control Simulation.
A spherical balloon of flexible robot with diameter of 30cm and permeability coefficient of 0.008 is used to construct a charging and discharging control model. The airbag is controlled by the adaptive predictive dynamic linear modelfree control model built above, where the input value is the air intake and the output value is the thickness of the airbag. When = 2, the effect of model-free adaptive control is shown in Figures 14 and 15 . When = 6, the effect of modelfree adaptive control is shown in Figures 16 and 17 . In the figure, green is the standard model-free adaptive control algorithm and yellow is the adaptive predictive dynamic linear model-free control method proposed in this paper.
From Figures 14-17 , it can be seen that, compared with the standard model-free adaptive control algorithm, the improved algorithm proposed in this paper has higher control accuracy, and the weight factor plays a certain role in restricting the control of the airbag. And when = 2, the control error is smaller.
Conclusions
For the multiballoon flexible robot profiling system, it is difficult to achieve good control in complex environment by using air pressure parameters as feedback control method. However, visual servo control method can directly control the change of target shape, and the control effect is better. In the aspect of control algorithm, the design of model-free adaptive controller does not depend on the precise mathematical model of the controlled system. The algorithm has fewer adjustable parameters and is compatible with different systems. In order to solve the problems existing in the control of the airbag charging and discharging process, a flexible robot airbag profiling control model based on adaptive predictive dynamic linear optimization is proposed. Simulations show that the proposed model is effective and the control error is small. 
